[Procesing of faces: neurological bases, disorders and evaluation].
The processing of faces and recognition of familiar faces involves activity in many regions of the brain: 1. The visual association cortex in the act of constructing the perceived object; 2. Hippocampus and frontotemporal regions in the process of comparing what has been perceived with remembered images to activate sentiments of familiarity; 3. The temporoparietal regions in the semantic memory related to people, and 4. The left hemisphere in the activation of linguistic structures which codify information for access to the name. Lesions in any of these structures may give rise to alterations in the different steps of the cerebral processing of faces, amongst which prosopagnosia and prosopamnesia stand out. The psychophysiological and functional neuroimaging studies will permit, in the near future, evaluation and trial of cognitive models and advances in the understanding of cerebral processing of faces, their evaluation and disorders.